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Abstract 
An occupant behavior study and modeling effort was conducted to ascertain the impact of installing revolving security doors at 
the entrance of a secure building on occupant congestion and wait times. The developed models were calibrated using population 
and revolving door throughput rates measured under actual building conditions. The calibrated modeling effort showed the 
importance of capturing a mixed experience level population with ranging individual throughput times. Conversely, assuming a 
constant throughput rate, based on manufacture’s data, resulted in overly-optimistic results and did not predict periods of 
occupant congestion that were observed in the field during population bursts.   
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1. Introduction 
An occupant study and modeling effort was conducted to evaluate planned changes to the entrance of a secure 
building (called “Building A” for discussion purposes). Planned changes to the entrance of Building A involved the 
installation of new security gates. The new security gates consisted of full-height revolving doors to improve both 
security and energy conservation during occupant ingress and egress periods. The revolving doors have the 
capability of bidirectional flow, performing individual biometric scans and detecting “piggybacking” behavior (i.e. 
two people trying to enter as one).   
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During peak morning ingress hours, Building A experiences high occupant traffic inflow (>100 people per 
minute), including population “bursts” due to arriving public transportation (buses, subway, etc.). Installation of the 
new revolving doors was expected to increase the time for each individual to pass through security and therefore 
there was concern about elevated levels of occupant congestion that would develop, especially during peak morning 
entry hours.   
An initial modeling analysis showed that for high traffic entrances small changes in the assumed security gate 
throughput rate made large differences in congestion levels predicted by the model; therefore, a more refined 
analysis was desired by building management. The initial modeling effort used the best available data at the time, 
which included security gate throughput rates based on laboratory data and occupant generation rates based on 
existing card reader data.   
The refined modeling analysis, as described in this paper, focused on revisiting the modeling input assumptions of 
the initial analysis to improve congestion level predictions for the high traffic entrance at Building A. Refining the 
modeling input assumptions involved collecting “actual usage” occupant and throughput data at Building B (where 
the proposed gates for Building A were currently installed and in-use) and compiling the data into a usable format. 
Complied data was then verified through a model calibration process where field observations at Building B were 
compared with model predictions. The verified modeling inputs and approach developed at Building B was then 
applied to the Building A model. In addition, a population survey was conducted at Building A, to quantify the 
ingress rate and population bursts that occurred due to arriving public transportation, as a function of time of day. 
2. Approach 
For the proposed design, to pass through security in Building A a person must first scan their building 
identification card and then enter a revolving door/security gate. The following approach was used to predict 
occupant congestion levels for future conditions at the entrance of Building A: 
• Performed on-site occupant field measurements at Building B, where proposed gates for Building A were 
currently in-use, to quantify (1) card reader time and card misread probabilities and (2) revolving door 
throughput times and “kickback” probabilities. Data for the ingressing population was also measured, including: 
(1) the number of people entering the building per minute (to capture population “bursts” and “lulls”), and (2) the 
total number of people passing through security per minute. 
• Developed buildingEXODUS model of existing conditions at Building B. Used separate flow rates for card 
reader and revolving door operation. Used varying throughput rate for each operation based on occupant's 
experience level. To verify the modeling approach and inputs, created a “calibrated” model by comparing model 
predictions with field measurements.  
• Performed on-site occupant field measurements at Building A to quantify the occupant ingress rate, at one minute 
intervals (to capture population bursts and lulls).   
• Developed buildingEXODUS model of future conditions at Building A. Used card reader and revolving door 
throughput data from the calibrated Building B model and occupant generation rates measured during on-site 
testing at Building A. 
• Predicted expected wait times and congestion levels for future conditions at Building A using the developed 
model. Predicted congestions levels over the history of the installation, as more occupants learned how to use the 
card reader and revolving door properly, by changing the percentage of "expert" and "average" users and their 
corresponding throughput rates.  
3. Field measurements and observations 
Measurements at Building B were conducted during peak morning entry hours. Testing involved the use of four 
(4) observers. One observer stood on the backside of the revolving doors and recorded the total number of people 
passing though security per minute (PPM). Another observer stood on the front side of the revolving doors, next to 
the entrance doors, and recorded the number occupants entering the building per minute. The number of people 
entering the building was recorded every minute to capture population bursts from arriving public transportation. 
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• The majority of occupants will wait to scan their card if the revolving door in front of them is in-use or still 
spinning. On average, this occurred 73% of the time. Occupants appeared to be waiting for a visual queue to scan 
their card based on their response to the green and red light on the revolving door. Occupants would also wait to 
scan their card if they saw someone coming from the outbound direction (i.e. bidirectional flow).  
• Some occupants did not know where, how, or for what duration to place their card at the reader. On average, card 
reader user-error and misreads occurred 12% of the time. 
• Some occupants would scan their card while the revolving door was in-use (as intended), but would not move 
quickly enough to make the first “quarter-turn” of the revolving door, causing the revolving door to stop moving. 
This “stopping” process increased the throughput time considerably.  
• Some occupants did not know where to stand inside the revolving door. Some occupants did not know that they 
must stand close to the glass in front of them for the revolving door sensor to recognize their presence. Occupant 
frustration increased quickly if the revolving door did not recognize their presence almost immediately. 
• The level of occupant confusion increased with heavy congestion. 
3.2. Card reader times 
Complied field measurements and laboratory data for individual card reader times and card misread probabilities 
are provided in Table 1. The laboratory data, used for the initial modeling effort, is provided for comparison 
purposes. Field measurement data is based on a sampling of approximately 20% of the incoming population. The 
field data is grouped by occupants who waited to scan their card upon first approaching the scanner (15%) and 
occupants who did not wait (73%). Card reader times are normalized to the laboratory data.   
Table 1. Complied individual card reader data from field measurements at building B. 
Data Type 
(averaged) 
Card Reader Time (sec ) 
Misread 
Probability (%) 
1st Attempt 
2nd Attempt 
(due to misread) 
No Wait To Scan 
Card or Misread 
Wait to Scan 
Card 
Laboratory Data 1.0                                           1.0 1.7 12 
Field Measurements 1.0 (15% prob.) 1.7 (73% prob.) 3.4 12 
 
As shown in Table 1, when the occupant did not wait to scan their card when first approaching the reader, the 
time to complete the scan operation and the probability of a misread was the same as in the laboratory. However, the 
laboratory setting and initial modeling effort did not pick up the human behavior of occupant's tendency to wait to 
scan their card if the security gate in front of them was in use. This behavior occurred on average 73% of the time 
and increased card reader times by 70% over occupants who did not wait to scan their card. Laboratory data also 
under predicted the time due to a card misread by 100% when compared to field measurements. 
3.3. Gate throughput times  
Complied field measurements for the revolving doors including individual throughput times and kickback 
probabilities are provided in Table 2. Data is based on a sampling of approximately 20% of the incoming 
population. The data is grouped by occupant experience level and is normalized to the laboratory data.   
Table 2. Complied individual gate throughput times from field measurements at building B. 
Data Type 
(averaged) 
Gate Throughput Time (sec) 
Kickback 
Probability (%) 
1st Attempt If Kickback Occurs  
"average" user "expert user"  All Users  
Laboratory Data 1.0                                           n/a 1.0 1.0 
Field Measurements 1.6 (95% of population) 1.2 (5% of population) 1.8 0.5 
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Gate throughput times and behavior differences between the “average” and “expert” users were noticeable. 
"Average" users made up the majority of the population (95%) and had throughput times 33% higher than "expert" 
users. This highlights the importance of training, staff assistance, and signage to help new users become quickly 
acclimated to efficient use of the revolving door.  
As shown in Table 2, the initial modeling assumptions were optimistic in that the “average” user, under “actual 
usage” conditions took 60% longer to perform the revolving door operation than under laboratory conditions. 
Revolving door throughput times for “expert” users observed at Building B were closer to the laboratory results, but 
higher by 20%. Revolving door “kickbacks” measured at the Building B were observed to occur about half as often 
as predicted under laboratory results, however the time lost if a kickback occurred was higher by 80%.  
Due to the ranging individual revolving door throughput times, card misreads and door kickbacks, the throughput 
rate for a given security gate varied over the course of a minute. The speed of a faster occupant (“expert”) was 
limited by the slower (“average”) occupants in front of them. Flow for a given line of people, waiting in queue, was 
not constant. Some segments of the line were in motion while other segments where stationary; resembling the 
movement of a caterpillar. The model was able to replicate this “stop-and-go” or “caterpillar movement” observed 
in the field.  
The maximum average total throughput rate at Building B, when all revolving doors were in use, was measured 
at 26 people per minute (PPM). Since the incoming rate of occupants (>30 PPM) exceeded the maximum 
throughput rate of the security gates (26 PPM), moderate occupant congestion was observed during population 
bursts. However, occupant congestion was observed to quickly clear during the population lull period and before the 
next population burst occurred, minimizing cumulative congestion of occupants.  
3.4. Rate of people entering building 
During peak morning ingress hours, the number of occupants entering Building A was measured at one-minute 
intervals to capture population bursts and lulls. The population bursts occurred due to arriving public transportation. 
An example of the recorded population data is provided in Fig. 2.  
  
 
Fig. 2. Measured ingressing population at building A during peak morning hours. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the ingressing population ranged widely from approximately 20 – 150 PPM and the average 
ingressing population (used for the initial modeling analysis) was 73 PPM. Quantifying these population burst 
proved vital for accurate wait time and congestion predictions. Comparing modeling results from the initial model 
effort suggests assuming constant, average occupant generation rates results in overly-optimistic wait times and 
congestion predictions.  
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4. Model calibration 
Two different calibration tests were performed to determine if the compiled data, based on individual throughput 
rates and misread/kickback probabilities, when applied to the global population resulted in a good agreement with 
field measurements and observations. The first calibration test compared measured and predicted total throughput 
rates and the second calibration test compared measured and predicted congestion clearing times following a 
population burst.  
4.1. Total throughput rate 
The first calibration test compared total throughput rates measured at Building B with total throughput rates 
predicted by the model. The modeling approach used an increased population generation rate to ensure all security 
gates were used and a Census Line (Galea et al. (2011)) was used to record the total throughput rate predicted by the 
model. The maximum measured total throughput rate, when all revolving doors were in use, was 26 PPM. Using the 
compiled data from on-site testing at Building B, the model predicted a total throughput rate of 25-27 PPM, 
resulting in a very good agreement with field measurements.  
4.2. Congestion clearing time 
The second calibration test compared congestion clearing times observed at Building B, following a population 
burst, with clearing times predicted by the model. During a peak population burst time period, some of the revolving 
doors were intentionally blocked temporarily (with orange cones), to create congestion. All revolving doors were 
then opened to relieve congestion. Congestion was relieved in approximately four (4) minutes after all revolving 
doors were opened. Using the complied data from Building B field observations, the scenario described above was 
modeled to determine if the model predicted congestion and clearing times in good agreement with observations 
made in the field. Video footage taken during on-site testing was compared with modeling predictions. Peak 
congestion, time to peak, and clearing times predicted by the model resulted in good agreement with field 
observations. The two calibration tests, described above, help verify the modeling inputs and approach used for 
Building A would produce reliable results.  
5. Conclusions 
The calibrated modeling effort showed the importance of using actual usage data over laboratory averages. When 
modeling entry gates or revolving doors, assuming a constant throughput rate, based on manufacture or laboratory 
data, provides optimistic estimates close to a best-case scenario. The calibrated modeling effort, using data under 
actual building conditions, showed the importance of modeling a mixed experience level population with ranging 
individual throughput times. Capturing population “bursts” and “lulls” also proved to be critical for predicting 
occupant congestion. Assuming a constant, average occupant ingress rate resulted in overly-optimistic results and 
did not predict periods of occupant congestion that were observed in the field during population bursts. Modeling 
the card reader and revolving door as independent operations as well as the occurrence of card misreads and 
revolving door “kickbacks” proved to be important as this helped capture the “stop-and-go” movement of the 
spinning doors and flow of traffic. Findings of this case study, as described in this paper, show in real-world 
applications the dynamics of building entry can be complicated and using an over-simplified approach may result in 
grossly under predicting congestion levels and wait times. 
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